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Abstract
Despite a spreading rate of 65-70 km Ma-‘, the East Scotia Ridge has, along most of its length, a form typically
associated with slower rates of sea floor spreading. This may be a consequence of cooler than normal mantle upwelling,
which could be a feature of back-arc spreading. At the northern end of the ridge, recently acquired sonar data show a
complex, rapidly evolving pattern of extension within 100 km of the South Sandwich Trench. New ridge segments appear to
be nucleating at or near the boundary between the South American and Scotia Sea plates and propagating southwards,

supplanting older segments. The most prominent of these, north of 56’3O’S, has been propagating at a rate of approximately
60 km Ma-’ for at least 1 Ma, and displays a morphology unique on this plate boundary. A 40 km long axial high exists at
the centre of this segment, forming one of the shallowest sections of the East Scotia Ridge. Beneath it, seismic reflection
profiles reveal an axial magma chamber, or AMC, reflector, similar to those observed beneath the East Pacific Rise and Valu
Fa Ridge. Simple calculations indicate the existence here of a narrow (< 1 km wide) body of melt at a depth of
approximately 3 km beneath the sea floor. From the topographic and seismic data, we deduce that a localised mantle melting
anomaly lies beneath this segment. Rates of spreading in the east Scotia Sea show little variation along axis. Hence, the
changes in melt supply are related to the unique tectonic setting, in which the South American plate is tearing to the east,
perhaps allowing mantle flow around the end of the subducting slab. Volatiles released from the tom plate edge and
entrained in the flow are a potential cause of the anomalous melting observed. A southward mantle flow may have existed
beneath the axis of the East Scotia Ridge throughout its history. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
Keywords: magma chambers; back-arc basins; sea-floor

spreading;

1. Introduction
In many ways similar to mid-ocean ridge extension, seafloor spreading in back-arc basins is modified by physical and chemical processes associated
with subduction. Isolating these processes is often
difficult, owing to the complicating
influences
of
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Scotia Sea

nearby continents or subducting seamount chains and
oceanic plateaux, as occur in many of the western
Pacific back-arc basins. The east Scotia Sea has
formed in a relatively simple and isolated tectonic
setting behind the South Sandwich volcanic arc (Fig.
1) during the past 9 Ma [ll or more. It contains an
active spreading centre, the East Scotia Ridge, which
is now opening at a rate of 65-70 km Ma- ’ along
most of its length. At its northern end the East Scotia
Ridge meets the South Sandwich Trench. Here, the
South American plate must be rupturing in some
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way [2] to accommodate rapid ( N 55 km Ma-‘, [3]),
eastward absolute motion of the trench. In addition,
mantle sources of arc and back-arc magmatism must
be in extremely close proximity, and a strong subduction influence on spreading is expected.
In January 1995, the ridge crest and all seafloor
formed within the Brunhes magnetic epoch (the past
780 kyr) on the flanks of the East Scotia Ridge were
mapped using the HAWAII-MRl sonar [4], towed
from RRS James Clark Ross during cruise JR09A.
The results show that, although the ridge is characterised by ‘slow-spreading’ morphology incorporating a median valley along most of its length, its
35’W

northernmost segments are highly modified as a
result of their proximity to the subduction zone.

2. Sonar mapping
Bathymetric data for the northern half of the East
Scotia Ridge are shown in Fig. 2a. Between 56”25’S
and 57% a ridge segment with a well defined median valley is observed trending N-S along 30”43’W.
This segment (E3 in Fig. 2c) is the northernmost of
six segments exhibiting median valleys with 300-800
m relief, reminiscent of those observed at moderately
30-w

25-W

60’S

35-w

3O’W

25-w

Fig. 1. Satellite-derived free-air gravity contours at 10 mGa1 intervals in the east Scotia Sea (from [48]); anomalies less than 0 mGa1 are in
dark grey, those between 0 and 40 mGal in light grey, anomalies greater than 40 mGa1 are shown in white; illumination is from the
northeast. The box indicates the area represented by Fig. 2. Inset shows location of the east Scotia Sea, together with 2000 m (dotted lines)
and 3000 m (solid lines) isobaths from GEBCO [49].
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slow spreading ridges, such as the southern MidAtlantic Ridge (e.g. Fox et al. 151).A small, sinistral,
non-transform discontinuity offsets the ridge by approximately 15 km just north of 57”S, where the
adjacent segments overlap by about 15 km. Off axis,
the N-S trend of these segments is reflected in the
strong alignment of linear abyssal hills on both ridge
flanks.
The locations of segments north of 56”25’S cannot be determined unequivocally from the new
bathymetry alone. Deep rifts (purple in Fig. 2a)
penetrate southward from the trench into the back-arc
region, where the abyssal hill fabric is far less organised than to the south, and is interrupted by numerous topographic highs. HAWAII-MRl sidescan imagery (Fig. 2b) is important in showing clearly the
characteristically high backscatter of the ridge axis in
this region, which appears to consist of two N-S
trending segments, El and E2 (Fig. 2~). Segment El
corresponds to a trough, which increases in depth
from 4200 m, in the south, to over 5500 m at its
northern end, where it connects with the northern
South Sandwich Trench. Segment E2 is a 70 km
long, slightly sinuous, segment with a narrow axial
high with up to 600 m relief. Near its centre, it
shoals to - 2600 m at a feature which we refer to as
the ‘mermaid’s purse’, on account of its plan form.
A small change in the strike of the ridge also occurs
near here. Near its northern and southern extremities,
segment E2 has little or no topographic expression.
A separate small segment appears to exist just to the
northeast of E2, within a 4000 m deep trough. This
may have replaced the northern end of segment E2,
which now lies truncated to the west (Fig. 2~).
The linear abyssal hills flanking segment E3 give
rise to the characteristically high backscatter lineations observed in sidescan imagery (Fig. 2b). A
similar, but perhaps finer, fabric flanks segment E2.
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Segment El, however, is surrounded by a much
more chaotic pattern of backscatter, indicating recent
establishment of this segment and/or a more disordered mode of extension. The offset between El and
E2 has an oblique trend along 050”, similar to the
trend observed to the north of El, close to the trench,
which we interpret as an effect of the modification of
the local stress field by processes at the subduction
zone. Dextral offset of the northernmost ridge segments is confirmed by total field magnetic anomaly
profiles, which show a similar eastward displacement
of the Brunhes anomaly as the trench is approached
(Fig. 2~).
The boundary between sea floor associated with
El and E2 and that associated with E3 to the south is
defined bathymetrically by a pair of oblique lineaments, trending approximately 045” and 330” from a
point near the southern tip of segment E2. We
interpret these as pseudofaults [6], resulting from
southward propagation of segment E2 at a rate which
we estimate at N 60 km Ma-‘, for a period which
magnetic anomalies indicate exceeds 1 Ma. The
sidescan image shows details of the disrupted fabric
in the transform zone [7-91 between the propagating
and failing rifts (Fig. 2b,c). The offset and overlap
between segments E2 and E3 are both approximately
15 km.

3. Seismic profiling
During RRS James Clark Ross cruise JR09A,
seismic reflection profiles were acquired along the
HAWAII-MRl survey tracks using an airgun source
and a four-channel streamer with 50 m hydrophone
groups. In general, profiles across the ridge axis
showed few intra-crustal reflections. However, seismic records acquired over segment E2 revealed a

Fig. 2. (a) HAWAII-MRl
bathymetry in the northeast Scotia Sea. A surface was fitted using splines in tension and contours drawn at 100
m intervals. (b) HAWAII-MRI
sidescan imagery. Areas of strong acoustic backscattering
are represented by light tones. (c) Tectonic
features interpreted from bathymetry and sidescan; ship tracks are shown by the thin dotted line. Areas of positive magnetic anomaly are
shaded. The location of the ‘mermaid’s purse’ is shown by the 2700 m isobath, filled in white and labelled MP. The spreading axis is
denoted by thick, black lines: a possible additional small segment to the northeast of E2 is shown by a thick, dotted line. Oblique lineaments
are pseudofaults formed by southward propagation of E2, iPF = the inner pseudofault; OPF = the outer pseudofault. Small, sub-circular,
presumably volcanic. features are tilled in black. Dredge sites are denoted by open squares, the numbers are those of the British Antarctic
Survey dredged rocks database and correspond to those used in previous publications (e.g. [31]). Dredges D.56-D61 were analysed by
Pearce et al. [28]; D157 and D158 were acquired in 1996 and are unpublished.
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Fig. 3. The N-S seismic reflection profile S68 (located in Fig. 2~). Seismic processing procedures applied to these data included spherical divergence correction. bandpass
filtering (4-200 Hz). statistical deconvolution
before stack, 2-fold stack. time-variant bandpass filtering (9-30 Hz for two-way time < sea floorf0.5
s, 9-20 Hz for two-way
time > sea floor + 1 s), weighted 3-trace mix and display bias. Seismic track intersections are shown, BR = short breaks in seismic recording; SFf = location of sea-floor and
crustal reflections shown in Fig. 5b. Arrows indicate position of crustal reflection discussed in accompanying
text. Vertical exaggeration = - 7:1 at the sea floor. Display
polarity: trough = negative sample = compression.
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prominent crustal reflection beneath the mermaid’s
purse.
3.1. S68
Seismic reflection profile S68 was acquired at
N 5 knots using a source of three airguns, with a
total capacity of 15.1 1, along the axis of the ridge as
defined by sidescan data (Fig. 3). These data show a
well defined crustal reflection at 1.3 s two-way time
beneath the sea floor (twtbsf) below the summit of
segment E2 (mermaid’s purse). The crustal reflection
can be traced N 15 km further north, where it appears at 1.5 s twtbsf. Beneath the mermaid’s purse,
the reflection appears as a high amplitude event with
a dominant frequency of N 20 Hz (measured on
unfiltered seismic traces). S68 shows appreciable
variation in the amplitude of this reflection along
strike, and we note that its highest amplitudes are
confined directly below the summit of E2. Variations
of this kind may merely reflect the position of the
plane of section relative to the source of the crustal
reflection, or perhaps the degree of acoustic scattering at the seabed. They may also reflect tuning
effects across a thin layer [lo]. However, we cannot
dismiss the notion that the largest amplitudes result
from a significant increase in the acoustic impedance
contrast across the source of the reflection; the S68
seismic track closely follows the locus of present-day
volcanism as defined by HAWAII-MRl sidescan
imagery, and is therefore well placed to image crustal
structures associated with seafloor spreading at the
ridge axis.
We note an apparent shallowing of the crustal
reflection beneath the shoaliest point of the E2 segment which may result from velocity pull-up in the
near-surface (Fig. 3, immediately north of the S56
intersection). If we assume that the shallowing apparent on S68 results wholly from this effect, the
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upward displacement of the crustal reflection suggests a near-surface seismic velocity of N 4 km s-‘.
S68 also contains an appreciable quantity of
diffracted energy beneath the crustal reflection. Filter
tests show that these diffractions contain a greater
proportion of higher frequency energy than the overlying crustal reflection, and constant-velocity time
migrations indicate that much of this energy is derived from sources located out of the plane of section, probably at the sea floor.
3.2. S56 and S57
Two east-west seismic reflection profiles, S56
and S57, were also obtained across the central section of segment E2 (Fig. 4a,b). These data were
acquired at N 8 knots using a single Bolt 1500C
airgun with a chamber capacity of 4.9 1. The greater
speed and smaller seismic source result in a poorer
signal-to-noise ratio than for profile S68. Consequently, they do not show the crustal reflection as
clearly.
Fig. 3 shows a faint, although clearly discernible,
crustal reflection on S68 (1.3 s twtbsf) at its intersection with S57. However, S57 fails to show a corresponding reflection beneath the ridge axis (Fig. 4b).
S56 was acquired close to the apex of the mermaid’s
purse, where the crustal reflection appears brightest
on S68, and shows a weak but coherent reflection at
its intersection with S68 (labelled R, Fig. 5a). Correlation between the two intersecting profiles convinces us that the faint reflection on S56 corresponds
to the crustal reflection apparent on S68, and this
agreement is shown in Fig. 5a. The crustal reflection
is clearly apparent at 4.94 s twt on the traces taken
from S68, and correlation with coincident traces on
profile S56 suggests that R corresponds to the
brighter, trailing, positive peak of this wavelet (Fig.
5a). R appears to be very narrow on S56 (< 1 km);

Fig. 4. (a) The E-W seismic reflection profile S56 (located in Fig. 2~). Seismic processing procedures applied to this profile included
spherical divergence correction, bandpass filtering (4-200 Hz), statistical deconvolution before stack, 2-fold stack, 70” finite-difference time
migration at 5 km SC’ for two-way time > sea floor, time-variant bandpass filtering (9-35 Hz for two-way time < sea floor +O..%, 9-30
Hz for two-way time > sea floor + 1 s), weighted 3-trace mix, automatic gain control (500 ms operator) and display bias. Seismic track
intersection with S68 is shown and section reproduced in Fig. 5a appears framed. Sub-horizontal intra-crustal reflection is marked with a
horizontal arrow. Vertical exaggeration = - 4:l at the sea floor. Display polarity as for S68. (b) The E-W seismic reflection profile S57
(located in Fig. 2~). Processing procedures and display polarity as for S56. Seismic track intersection with S68 is shown. Vertical
exaggeration = - 4: 1 at the sea floor.
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however, the low signal-to-noise ratio of the data on
S56 at this depth, and the lack of seismic velocity
information, prevent precise estimation of the width
of this feature.
Faint sub-horizontal reflectors are also observed
within the ocean crust beyond the flanks of the ridge

b)
! _&L

on both S56 and S57. In particular, a clear, continuous sub-horizontal reflection is apparent at 1 s twtbsf
east of the ridge axis on S56 (marked with a horizontal arrow, Fig. 4a), which could represent the off-axis
trace of a melt lens; that is, the base of the sheeted
dyke layer. Profiles S56 and S57 also show the

SF2
SF1
-c-pm_k-_c- __4__

y!&_-.-

Fig. 5. (a) Expanded section of S56 framed in Fig. 4a (unmigrated stack) with equivalent traces from S68 inserted at the track intersection.
Crustal reflection appears at 4.94s two-way time on S68 traces. R = cross-axis reflection. Display polarity as for S68. (b) Sea-floor
reflections (WI) on five traces located in Fig. 3, SF.2 = copies of SF1 low-pass filtered (9-25 Hz) to simulate seismic absorption effects,
CR = mid-crustal reflections taken from the same rive traces, displayed with reversed polarity with respect to traces in SFl, SF2 and (a).
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conspicuous
‘inflated’ ridge topography
apparent
along this part of the E2 ridge segment; the ridge
axis has steep flanks (20-30”), and exhibits a summit graben with well defined fault scarps.
3.3, Axial magma chamber reflection
The crustal reflection apparent on profiles S68
and S56 is very similar in appearance to those
observed beneath parts of the East Pacific Rise [ ll131, Juan de Fuca Ridge [ 141, and the Valu Fa Ridge
in the Lau Basin [ 15,161, which have been attributed
to the presence of thin magma sills or lenses atop
crustal magma chambers [17]. In this section we
describe similarities between the crustal reflection
observed beneath the E2 ridge segment and magma
chamber reflections reported elsewhere.
The precise depth of the E2 reflection beneath the
sea floor remains uncertain as the narrow seismic
aperture is inadequate for accurate determination of
seismic velocity. However, the time offset between
the sea floor and this feature is broadly consistent
with that of magma chamber reflectors observed
beneath the Valu Fa Ridge [15], and is equivalent to
a depth of N 3 km, assuming a gross seismic interval velocity of 5 km s-’ . Hence, this result is
consistent with the global trend of decreasing depth
to the melt lens or low velocity zone with increasing
spreading rate, attributed by Purdy et al. [18] to the
shallower depth of faulting and hydrothermal circulation in crust formed at faster spreading rates.
An estimate of the amplitude reflection coefficient
of the brightest part of the crustal reflection was
made by comparing its reflection amplitude with that
of the sea floor and sea floor multiple reflections,
after making corrections for spherical divergence and
transmission losses at the sea floor [19]. The calculated reflection coefficient of 0.34 represents a minimum estimate, since the spherical divergence correction was made assuming a constant velocity medium,
and no allowance was made for transmission
and
absorption losses other than at the sea floor. The
calculated value is similar to that calculated for the
magma chamber reflectors beneath the Valu Fa Ridge
[15,16]. Furthermore, an initial examination
of the
crustal reflection waveform suggests that it is inverted in polarity with respect to overlying sea-floor
reflections. To demonstrate this, we have examined
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sea-floor reflection and crustal reflection wavelets on
five stacked traces near the apex of segment E2 on
S68 (location SFl, Fig. 3). Both the sea floor reflection and crustal reflection are distinct at this point,
and appear uncontaminated
by coincident
out-ofplane reflection energy. Fig. 5b shows five stacked
sea-floor wavelets (SFl), together with copies of
these wavelets which have been low-pass filtered to
simulate frequency-dependent
seismic absorption effects (SF2), plus five crustal reflection wavelets taken
from the same seismic traces (CR) and displayed
with reversed polarity. A comparison of these reflections reveals a striking similarity between the SF2
and polarity-reversed
CR waveforms, and demonstrates that the latter may be attributed to reflection
from a simple planar interface with an abrupt downward decrease in acoustic impedance. However, we
also note that the leading positive peak of the crustal
reflection wavelet apparent on S68 traces (near 4910
ms, Fig. 5a) has a significantly
smaller amplitude
than the trailing positive peak (near 4960 ms, Fig.
5a). Although this bias is apparent on the crustal
reflection, it is not evident in nearby SF1 seafloor
reflections (Fig. 5b1, and we suggest that it may be
attributed to the tuning of reflections from the top
and bottom of a thin layer. Widness [lo] showed a
similar adjustment in the phase of a reflection from a
thin bed of thickness h/4, where h is the dominant
wavelength of the seismic pulse within the bed. In
these circumstances, the amplitude and phase characteristics of the reflection vary with the time delay
between two summed wavelets of opposing seismic
polarity. Constructive
interference
between reflections from a layer of thickness A/4 may also contribute to the anomalously large amplitudes beneath
the E2 summit [ 101.
Therefore, we suggest that the crustal reflection is
caused by reflection from the surface of a low-velocity layer, and the amplitude and phase characteristics
of the seismic wavelet may be an indication that the
layer is thin relative to the dominant wavelength of
the reflected seismic pulse. This is consistent with
magma chamber reflections observed beneath the
East Pacific Rise [20,21]. We conclude that the
crustal reflection apparent on profiles S68 and S.56
exhibits several characteristics (axial location, time
offset from sea bed, frequency content, polarity and
amplitude reflection coefficient) which appear con-
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&tent with magma chamber reflections observed
elsewhere and, on these grounds, we suggest that this
reflection is indeed a magma chamber retlection, the
first to be clearly imaged outside the Pacific Basin.

4. Discussion
Studies of various parts of the global mid-ocean
ridge system have established that ridge morphology
and the presence or absence of an axial magma
chamber are controlled by the rheological structure
of the ridge (e.g. Chen and Morgan [22]; Phipps
Morgan and Chen [23]) which, in turn, is influenced
by thermal structure and magmatic budget. The most
dramatic manifestation of this is the abrupt transition
between faulted, median valley morphology, normally found at ridges spreading at less than 50-70
km Ma-‘, and smooth, volcanic, axial highs, which
occur at higher spreading rates [24-261. In addition,
axial high morphology can occur on slow-spreading
ridges, where excess melting is promoted by local
thermal perturbations (e.g. Reykjanes Ridge; MidAtlantic Ridge near Ascension Island).
Since spreading rates at the East Scotia Ridge are
intermediate, ranging from 65 to 70 km Ma-‘,
changes in axial morphology and the presence or
absence of a melt lens serve as sensitive indicators of
local changes in thermal structure and melt supply.
As well as the factors which control the amount of
decompression melting beneath mid-ocean ridges.
other possible influences on the East Scotia Ridge
are likely to include conductive and convective cooling by the subducting plate to the east, and the
counteracting influence of hydrous fluids released
from the slab. In addition, it has been suggested that
a shallow asthenospheric ‘return flow‘ may occur
beneath the Scotia Sea [27], transferring mantle from
beneath the shrinking Pacific Basin eastwards into
the Atlantic. If real, this could also affect the conditions of melting beneath the East Scotia Ridge. We
also consider the possibility that flow around the end
of the subducting slab brings more fertile [28] and
perhaps hotter South Atlantic mantle into the back-arc
region.
The depth and ‘slow-spreading’ rifted morphology of most of the ridge indicates that the net effect
of these additional influences is to reduce the degree

of melting compared to that expected at a mid-ocean
ridge spreading at the same rate. Since basalts
dredged from the East Scotia Ridge are generally
enriched in volatiles [29] and their source appears to
be, if anything, more fertile than that of normal
MORB [ZS], low degrees of melting point to lower
than normal mantle temperatures. This would be
consistent with their high Na,O and low Fe0 concentrations which, when adjusted for the effects of
low-pressure fractional crystallisation, give Na, and
Fe, values of 2.77 and 6.57, respectively [30]. These
values are similar to those obtained for samples from
the Mariana Trough, suggesting that intra-oceanic
back-arc basins may be characterised by low degrees
of melting, perhaps resulting from upwelling mantle
affected by a cool, subducting slab. This is also
suggested by higher concentrations of incompatible
trace elements than in ‘typical’ MORB [3 1,321.
Segment E2, however, is characterised by an axial
high and a magma chamber reflection, indicating
locally enhanced mantle melting. It appears that the
excess melt is highly focused beneath the mermaid’s
purse, where cross-axis profiles (Fig. 4) show a N 5
km wide, steep-sided bathymetric feature, domed at
the apex. A small summit graben, similar to those
observed on parts of the East Pacific Rise [33],
extends along the ridge to the north and south of the
apex. Such morphology was interpreted by Macdonald and Fox [33] as representing a waxing phase of
the magmatic budget. The decline and disappearance
of the axial high and magma chamber reflection
towards the ends of the segment indicate local,
three-dimensional upwelling with restricted alongaxis flow. At the southern end this reflects the
typical tip depression observed on other propagators
(e.g. [34,35]). Where segment E2 overlaps the failing
rift of segment E3, the spreading rate must decline
southward to zero at the propagator tip, so that it is
well below the rate corresponding to the ‘slow-fast’
transition.
Long-term rift propagation is frequently viewed
as a response of ridges with non-transform offsets to
changes in spreading direction [7,36]. However, we
observe little change in overall strike between segments E2 and E3, which suggests that propagation
may be related more simply to the migration of
segment E2 down a bathymetric gradient in the
manner observed at other propagating rifts [37,38].
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Propagation is, therefore, a consequence of the additional melting beneath E2, which leads to shallow
bathymetry and provides the driving force for the
growth of the ridge segment. We speculate that
oblique, off-axis lineaments
observed on satellite
gravity maps [39] may reflect earlier phases of southward ridge-offset
migration, comparable
to those
observed in the North Atlantic and eastern Pacific
[40]. This could result from a steady southward
mantle flow since the initiation of spreading on the
East Scotia Ridge. Such a model would, at the very
least, require a substantial modification
to the hypothesis that eastward mantle return flow from the
Pacific Basin is responsible for the rapid retreat of
the subducting slab at the South Sandwich Trench
1271.
The northern end of the South Sandwich Arc is
the most seismically active part of the subduction
zone [2,41], with more than half the total recorded
energy release on this plate boundary occurring between 55”3O’S and 56”3O’S. Earthquake focal mechanisms were interpreted [2] as indicating
a fault
plane dipping steeply to the north, upon which both
dip-slip and strike-slip events occur, always with a
downward component.
This was attributed to tear
faulting of the slab during subduction.
Relocated
hypocentres show that the form of the slab is very
different in the north from that observed farther
south [41]: a slab dip of 45-55” south of 56”3O’S
steepens rapidly northward, until the slab is almost
vertical north of 56”2O’S. Here, a zone of intense
seismic activity at depths between 50 and 130 km,
confined to the region 55”5O’S-56”2O’S, supports
the notion of tearing in the subducted slab and also
corresponds to the latitude limits of segment E2. The
disruption of the slab in this zone might thus be
associated with the anomalous morphology and excess melting of segment E2. The nature of any
connection between the two is difficult to establish,
owing to the steep dip of the slab, which means that
it does not directly underlie E2 at depths normally
associated with slab dehydration.
Trench-parallel
asthenospheric flow has been inferred from shear wave splitting beneath the subducting Nazca plate at the South American Pacific margin [42]. If a similar flow occurs beneath the South
Sandwich Trench, which, like the Chile Trench, is
retreating rapidly, then it should give rise to flow
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around the slab ends. In the north this would occur at
the zone of plate tearing, close to the arc. Such a
flow might incorporate volatiles released from the
slab and its sediments at the edge exposed by tearing. An inflow of South Atlantic asthenospheric
mantle, charged with volatiles, would make a suitable candidate as the source of enhanced melting at
segment E2. Segment El, lying to the north of the
tear, would be underlain by the depressed, but nonsubducting edge of South American lithosphere. This
would serve both to cool the mantle beneath El, and
prevent upwelling of asthenosphere flowing around
the slab, and hence explain the great depth and rifted
appearance of E 1.
Sparse sampling of the East Scotia Ridge [29,31]
shows a distinct subduction-derived
component in
some dredge samples, but is inadequate to define a
gradient along the spreading centre, such as that
observed in the Lau Basin [43,44]. More recent
measurements of volatile concentrations
in samples
from dredges D20 and D60 (Fig. 2c) and two more
southerly hauls (D23 and D24, not shown in Fig. 2c)
[32] show that trace element compositions
can be
modelled by combining a slightly enriched mantle
source with a subduction component similar to that
of Mariana Trough magmas [45]. Pearce et al. [28]
analysed samples of basalts dredged from the northernmost end of the East Scotia Ridge (Fig. 2~1, and
suggested that the chemically
enriched E-MORB
source reflects influx of South Atlantic mantle into
the back-arc region. This would be consistent with
the notion of flow around the slab end, discussed
above. Their suggestion that the mantle may become
more refractory along flow lines might also contribute to the reduction in melting south of E2 and
the observed change in axial morphology. New geochemical work currently in progress on segment E2
will test these ideas further.
It is noteworthy that offsets of the northernmost
segments of the East Scotia Ridge are dextral, whilst
the next three to the south are all sinistral. It appears
that new rifts are nucleating at the northern end of
the arc, close to the zone of subduction-enhanced
melting, and propagating south to replace the established ridge. A model for arcward ridge jumps in
back-arc basins was advanced by Parson et al. [46],
who suggested that subduction-induced
convection is
responsible for upwelling and magma generation be-
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neath the back-arc ridge axis. According to this
model, if the distance between the subduction zone
and the spreading ridge exceeds some critical distance, the magma supply diminishes and a new
location, closer to the trench, is favoured. However,
in the east Scotia Sea, it is the segments farthest
from the subduction zone (i.e. the central segments)
which are the most stable, whilst those near the ends,
already closest to the arc, are the most unstable,
supporting the notion that mantle upwelling and
melting are purely passive responses to plate separation. It appears likely that the instability of the
northernmost segments is related to a stress field
which changes rapidly in response to the disruption
of the subducted slab. Hence, we propose that ridge
nucleation is controlled by the local stress field, but
ridge propagation is the result of the southward flow
of asthenosphere enriched in volatiles released from
the zone of slab tearing.
5. Conclusion
The East Scotia Ridge is characterised by segments with axial valleys and non-transform offsets.
The existence of ‘slow-spreading’ morphology, despite an intermediate spreading rate, is attributed to
upwelling of mantle cooled by the subducted slab.
Changes in the location and morphology of the
northernmost segments of the East Scotia Ridge are
initiated by changes in the stress field resulting from
nearby subduction, in particular the tearing of the
South American plate, which forms the subducting
slab. We speculate that this causes new ridge segments to nucleate near the northeastern comer of the
South Sandwich Arc, replacing older segments to the
west. Plow of sub-slab asthenosphere through the
zone of tearing into the back-arc region may entrain
subduction-generated volatiles, resulting in the fluxing of the back-arc mantle source and an increased
magma supply to the nascent segments, which then
propagate southwards, supplanting their more impoverished neighbours.
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